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This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial 2.5 License. This
means you're free to copy and share these comics (but not to sell them). More details..
xkcd: Millennials
xkcd, sometimes styled XKCD, is a webcomic created in 2005 by American author Randall Munroe.
The comic's tagline describes it as "A webcomic of romance, sarcasm, math, and language".
Munroe states on the comic's website that the name of the comic is not an initialism, but "just a
word with no phonetic pronunciation".. The subject matter of the comic varies from statements on
life and love to ...
xkcd - Wikipedia
xkcd comic strips explained to English learners. xkcd is a webcomics of “romance, sarcasm, math,
and language.” It might be difficult for second language learners to understand some of these
comics without help to understand the vocabulary and more importantly, the context.
xkcd - Comics English
Most comics were titled and accompanied by a comment from Randall (similar to what would
become the title text in xkcd). The 8:40 pm post, now comic 24: Godel, Escher, Kurt Halsey,
included the first link to xkcd.com in respect of a comic strip drawn during a NASA lecture (see
more under the trivia of that strip).
xkcd - explain xkcd
The nerdy, clever and incredibly diverse / ecclectic "XKCD - a webcomic of romance, sarcasm, math
and language" (Link) is one of my favorite web-based comic strips. It's been around since 2005, and
there are more than a thousand strips, so far. There's also a fun print edition. Here's the Amazon.de
page (Link)! .…
XKCD: The best Comics about Love / Romance | stefan mesch
The science-themed comic strip XKCD succumbs to climate change denial with a cartoon purporting
to show the unvarying history of global temperature.
XKCD Succumbs To Climate Change Denial - The Federalist
Dissecting that silly XKCD strip on free speech. BI Blocked Unblock Follow Following. ... This article
is rather meant for people that love to use this comic strip as a reaction image, a reply, a ...
Dissecting that silly XKCD strip on free speech. – BI – Medium
I can't remember the first one I saw. I first learned of xkcd through Slashdot. This was when the
comics were in and around the 300's. I'd click through a link in a /. comment and read the comic but
I don't recall being highly impressed.
First XKCD comic strip that you saw - xkcd
Other Good Comics: Beefpaper • Bunny • Dave Willis Eats Diapers • Diesel Sweeties • Doodle For
Food • Dr. McNinja • Gunnerkrigg Court • Hark! ... Power Hour • Qwantz • Sam & Fuzzy • Scenes
From A Multiverse • Something Positive • Wasted Talent • Wondermark • XKCD • Your Wild City.
Questionable Content
Prev; Earth-Moon Fire Pole. My son (5y) asked me today: If there were a kind of a fireman's pole
from the Moon down to the Earth, how long would it take to slide all the way from the Moon to the
Earth?
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xkcd - Earth-Moon Fire Pole
Because the next best entertainment to a good XKCD comic is seeing a bad XKCD comic be ripped
apart by Carl. It is actually whole loads of fun to see him tear down any bad comic for its utter
failures. Reply Delete
xkcd sucks: Comic 626: Calculus Puns A-Bound
I am just starting out with a comic strip and would like your feedback. Econogirl is a comic strip
about a single mom, Niki, and her alter ego, Econogirl, an economic superhero who tries to help.
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